UCP Heritage Society members are planning now to support children’s future needs by including UCP of Sacramento and Northern California in their estate planning.

The simple act of leaving a percentage of your estate to UCP will provide a lifetime of support to those in our community seeking ongoing support.

UCP has a proven track record of 63 years of service. As wise stewards of community donations, UCP keeps its administration costs low with 90 percent of every donation going directly into programs and services.

UCP Heritage Society members have included The Foundation for UCP in their planned gifts. These are gifts that you include in your planning for your estate, life insurance, stocks, trusts and other remaining possessions. As a UCP Heritage Society member, you are supporting the future needs of individuals with disabilities.

To find out more about becoming a UCP Heritage Society member, or for more information on what it entails, contact:

Steve Horton, Director of Legacy Giving
(916) 283-8312
shorton@ucpsacto.org
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BECOME A UCP HERITAGE SOCIETY MEMBER!